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The following graduate students, recent graduates, faculty, and staff have professional 
experience in the areas listed and would be happy to answer questions from job seekers. (Please 
note that this list represents a first attempt to compile relevant contacts and is by no means 
exhaustive. Suggestions for further entries can be sent to solomonescu.1@nd.edu.) 
 
Other alt-ac resources at Notre Dame include Graduate Career Services as well as students, 
faculty, and staff in other units and departments, e.g., Film, Television, and Theatre; the 
Journalism Program; the Law School; etc. 
 
Denise Ayo (dayo@nd.edu)  
(PhD in English from ND) University administration (currently, Keough School of Global 
Affairs; formerly, Center for the Study of Languages and Cultures); pursuing an MSEd in Mental 
Health Counseling 
 
Kristen Carlson (kcarlso4@nd.edu)  
Human resources/recruiting; writing retreat convenor 
 
John Conlan (John.J.Conlan.1@nd.edu)  
(PhD in English from Notre Dame) Market research; public policy/government/public arts 
 
Jeremy Davidheiser (jdavidheiser@mmiprep.org)  
(PhD in English from Notre Dame) High school teaching  
 
Julian Dean (jdean6@nd.edu)  
High school and middle school teaching 
 
Barbara Green (Barbara.J.Green.15@nd.edu)  
Can put job seekers in touch with a lawyer who embarked on that career from a PhD in English 
 
Marjorie Harrington (marjorie.harrington@wmich.edu)  
(PhD in English from ND) Academic publishing 
 
Dan Johnson (djohns27@nd.edu) 
University libraries (specialization in English, FTT, and Digital Humanities) 
 
Sara Judy (sjudy@nd.edu)  
Non-profit K-12 education organizations (curriculum writer, editor, team leader)  
 
Sara Marcus (smarcus2@nd.edu)  
Magazines and publishing; social movement/philanthropy sector 
 
  



Sara Maurer (smaurer1@nd.edu)  
Advertising; technology marketing; can also provide contacts in advertising and PR; executive 
education; university libraries 
 
William McCarthy (wmccart3@nd.edu) 
US Army (logistics) 
 
Jay Miller (jmille68@nd.edu) 
(PhD in English from ND) Postdoctoral Fellow in the Institute for Scholarship in the Liberal Arts 
 
Chamara Moore (cmoore13@nd.edu) 
Non-profit organizations; teaching outside higher education 
 
Chanté Mouton Kinyon (cmoutonk@nd.edu) 
Magazines (editing, managing); publishing (marketing and production, client services) 
 
Dan Murphy (daniel.murphy@bishopireton.org) 
(PhD in English from Notre Dame) High school teaching  
 
Nathaniel Myers (nmyers3@nd.edu) 
(PhD in English from Notre Dame; former Arts & Letters Postdoctoral Fellow) University 
Writing Program 
 
Oliver Ortega (oortega1@nd.edu) 
Newspapers; K-12 teaching; immigration law (legal assistant) 
 
Anton Povzner (apovzner@nd.edu) 
NGO in technological innovation (research and policy)  
 
Sarah Quesada (squesada@nd.edu) 
Communications/digital technology; French government  
 
Logan Quigley (lquigle1@nd.edu) 
Secondary education with emphasis on ESL instruction 
 
Roy Scranton (Roy.W.Scranton.1@nd.edu) 
Freelance writing; US Army 
 
Yasmin Solomonescu (solomonescu.1@nd.edu) 
Senate of Canada (research assistant); various newspaper, magazine, and communications 
internships 
 
Laura Dassow Walls (lwalls@nd.edu) 
Graphic design; freelance illustration; book design; art teaching; art gallery employee 


